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SYNOPSIS

It’s self-evident for any democratic society that everybody should be able to walk freely in the streets. But 
sometimes it seems like we’re only welcome as spectators and consumers in public space. If you’re not pleased 
with the city and like to change it, there are no obvious rights; on the contrary, there is plenty of prohibition. 
Some people take the street – and the law – in their own hands. Their works are often called vandalism – but 
also street art. Who are these mystified people, and what do they want? In the film City Rights we follow a 
couple of active Swedish street artists on adventure. They tell about their works and aims, and about their view 
on public space. It becomes apparent that street artists often are citizens who take an active interest in and 
have a razor-sharp analysis of society. They believe they take responsibility for our common grounds, instead 
of harming it. If you listen to the street artists, the rights to the city is highly diminished, and is more about 
traditions, money and power than about democracy.

Apart from Swedish street artists, we meet with doctors of art and city planning, and representatives of the 
community and the advertising business.

DIRECTOR’S  COMMENT

I’m convinced that a democractic society needs active 
and involved citizens. But when people go outside of 
the frame or protest, they become a problem. It’s as 
though democracy for many of those in power only 
is about the right vote every four years. “We’re only 
implementing what we promised before the election”, 
I think the minister of employment expressed it when 
people complained about the politics.  But actually it’s 
often been the protests, when people have refused 
rules they don’t agree with, that have deepened 
and brought democracy forward. With this film I 
want to explore a subject where people go outside 
of the frame and become a thorn in the side of the 
decisionmakers. Sometimes they are appreciated, but 
often they are chased. The sole concept of “street 
art” is so controversial, some politicians disregard the 
existence of the word. But you get millions of hits on 
Google.
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IF  YOU  REGARD  IT  AS  BRAINWASH,  I  WANDER  WHAT  IT  IS  THAT  SHOULD  REALLY  BE  ILLEGAL...
HOP  LOUIE”

FILMOGRAPHY

Rätten till staden (2008)
feature/documentary

Valrossarna  (2006)
short/documentary

Se & inse (2005)
short/fiction
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I  STAND  BY  MY  ACTIONS,  THIS  IS  IMPORTANT
ULRIKA  ERDES”

SOURCE  MATERIAL,  READING  TIPS,  LINKS,  PHOTOS...
staden.filmen.nu
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Year of Production 2008
Country Sweden
Length 70 minutes
Format 1:1,78 (16:9), colour, DV-CAM, stereo
Original title Rätten till staden
Certification All ages (Sweden)

Script, director, editor Kolbjörn Guwallius

Cinematography Kolbjörn Guwallius 
 Emma Paulsson 
 Sonja Perander

Cast
Ahab 
Mr Ballerina 
Erik and Pete (Malmö Streets Project) 
Hop Louie 
Ulrika Erdes
Carina Listerborn, Ph.D. of City Planning
Gunnar Ericson, Head of Urban Environment, City of Malmö
José Ribeiro, janitor, Car Park Garage Anna, Malmö
Liv Zetterling, project leader, Centre for Urban Art, Malmö 
Staffan Jacobson, Ph.D. of Art on Graffiti 
Torbjörn Hansson, Head of Innovation, JCDecaux Sweden

Producer Kolbjörn Guwallius

Production Kooliproduktion
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